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Abstract 

Bismuth vanadate/bismuth tungstate (BVO/BWO) composites in various BVO 
fractions (f(V)) were synthesized through hydrothermal reaction. Morphology analysis of the 
composites showed that rod-like BVO structures were partially deposited on flake-ball (FB) 
BWO particles. In addition, surface structures of BWO, BVO and BVO/BWO were studied 
in energy-resolved distribution of electron traps and conduction band-bottom (CBB) position 
by household reversed double-beam photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) and single-beam PAS, 
respectively. Apparent CBB of BVO/BWO was ca. 0.4 eV anodically shifted from BWO and 
almost similar to BVO. Moreover, photocatalytic oxygen liberation under irradiation of UV–
vis and visible lights demonstrated that photocatalytic activities of the BVO/BWO 
composites were depended on f(V) and calcined BVO/BWO composites in which BVO was 
stabilized on BWO showed enhancement of photocatalytic activity comparing to a pristine 
BVO. The prolonged and the highest active photocatalyst under visible light was calcined 
0.80 f(V)due to BVO stabilization on FB-BWO particles. 

1. Introduction 
Photocatalysts used for solar photocatalysis, which is a photochemical reaction, have 

been developed for environmental treatment applications and energy production [1–4]. A 
famous stable metal oxide, titanium(IV) oxide (TiO2) was reported as a high photocatalytic-
performance photocatalyst under ultraviolet (UV) light irradiation [5]. However, pristine 
TiO2 cannot absorb sunlight effectively due to large band gap energy of 3.2 eV (absorb only 
5% of sunlight). Therefore, visible light-active photocatalysts become more attractive for the 
solar photocatalysis.  

In recent years, bismuth-based oxides were reported as visible lightactive 
photocatalysts owing to the interaction between Bi (6s) and O (2p) making band-gap energy 
small corresponding to visible light region [6–8]. Monoclinic bismuth vanadate (BiVO4, 
BVO) with narrow band gap energy of 2.4 eV and high visible-light absorption is a good 
candidate and has been developed for more effective visible-light photocatalyst since there 
are some disadvantages such as slow charge transportation, rapid electron-hole recombination 
rate and photocorrosion [7–12]. Coupling BVO with appropriate band structure metal oxides 
(FeOOH/BVO [13], TiO2/BVO [14] and BVO/BiOCl [15]) is an effective strategy to 
enhance photocatalytic activity and long-life reaction of the BVO. Similarly, bismuth 
tungstate (Bi2WO6, BWO) is another suitable support with a unique morphology and band-
gap energy of 2.8 eV [16]. It was reported that BWO had a good photocatalytic activity for 
oxygen liberation under visible light (λ > 420 nm) and its photocatalytic activity was 



increased by increasing specific surface area and reducing lattice defect density [16,17]. 
Bismuth vanadate/bismuth tungstate (BiVO4/Bi2WO6, BVO/BWO) heterojunction was 
firstly reported to show an improvement of decomposition of phenol under visible light over 
the individual components [18]. Furthermore, fraction of BVO content in composites (f(V)) 
played an important role in photocatalytic activity and the sample of f(V)=1 showed the best 
activity in photodegradation of methylene blue [19], photocatalytic degradation of 
Rhodamine B (RhB) [20] and photocatalytic antifouling activity [21]. Two-step process 
(hydrothermal and calcination) was applied to obtain uniform morphology and better 
crystallinity of the BVO/BWO composite leading to superior visible-light absorption and 
higher photodegradation activity for RhB [22]. Moreover, forming of BVO/BWO 
heterojunction facilitated electron-hole separation and charge transfer, which promoted 
photocatalytic activity [23,24].  

Herein, we synthesized BVO/BWO composites in various (f(V)) and firstly report the 
results of photocatalytic oxygen liberation. The results of energy-resolved distribution of 
electron traps (ERDT) and conduction band-bottom (CBB) positions of BWO, BVO and 
BVO/BWO composite were also for the first time analyzed and discussed. In addition, we 
found that BVO could be stabilized by loading on BWO and calcination at 873 K for 4 h was 
an important step to make better connection between BVO and BWO particles. In the case of 
calcination, photocatalytic activity was enhanced by adding BWO into the composite and it 
was depended on BVO fraction. 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Sample preparation 
2.1.1. Synthesis of BVO 

BVO was synthesized by using 1.0 mmol bismuth(III) nitrate pentahydrate 
(Bi(NO3)3·5H2O, 99.9%, Wako Pure Chemical) dissolved in 2-mol L−1 nitric acid (60%, 
Wako Pure Chemical) and 1.0 mmol ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3, 99.0%, Wako Pure 
Chemical) dissolved in 5-mol L−1 aqueous ammonia (25%, Wako Pure Chemical) as starting 
materials. The vanadate solution was added dropwise to the bismuth solution and then the 
mixture was stirred. The pH of the mixture was adjusted to 7 by 2-mol L−1 nitric acid to 
obtain a bright yellow suspension. Then, 10 mL of ethanol (99.5%; Wako Pure Chemical) 
was added to obtain a feed suspension. After stirred for 60 min, the feed suspension was 
poured in a Teflon (PTFE) bottle with a stainless-steel outer bottle (San-ai Science HUT-100), 
heated at 473 K for 2 h in an oven and left to be cooled down to ambient temperature. The 
precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 3000 rpm, washed by Milli-Q water several 
times and dried at 393 K in an oven. The resultant yellow product, BVO, was calcined, if 
needed, at 873 K in air for 4 h (c-BVO). 
 
2.1.2. Synthesis of BVO/BWO composites 

Firstly, flake ball-shaped (FB) BWO particles were synthesized by hydrothermal 
reaction of an aqueous suspension containing bismuth (III) hydroxide and tungstic acid at 433 
K for 20 h according to previous papers [25,26]. Then, BWO was added into a BVO feed 
suspension (see 2.1.1). The resultant suspension was vigorously stirred for 60 min and 
underwent hydrothermal reaction under the same conditions as those for the BVO preparation 
to obtain a BVO/BWO composite. Molar fraction of BVO (f(V)) was controlled by changing 
the ratio of the feed BVO and BWO to be 0.50 (BVO/BWO_0.50), 0.67 (BVO/BWO_0.67), 
0.80 (BVO/BWO_0.80) or 0.91 (BVO/BWO_0.91). For calcined samples at 873 K in air for 
4 h, "c-" was put before their names; e.g. ‘c-BVO/BWO_0.50’. 
 



2.2. Characterization of samples 
Surface morphologies of obtained powders were observed by a field emission 

scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM-7400F, JEOL) in secondary-electron image 
(SEI) mode and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM, HD2000 ultrathin film 
evaluation system, Hitachi). The FE-SEM was operated at 5.0 kV electron-acceleration 
voltage, 10.0 μA current and 5–6 mm working distance. Dried sample powder was placed 
onto a carbon tape (Okenshoji #15-1096) stuck on a specimen stub (12 mm in diameter; 
10mm in height). In the case of STEM, sample powders were dispersed in methanol and 
sonicated in an ultrasound bath for a few seconds. Then suspension was dropped and dried on 
carbon covered cupper microgrid (NS-C15, Okenshoji). The images were observed using 3 
mm working distance, 200 kV accelerating voltage and 20 μA emission current. Crystalline 
structures were analyzed by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, SmartLab, Rigaku, Japan) with 
Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 30 mA, 0.154 nm). XRD analysis was performed at a scanning rate 
of 1.0° min−1 and steps of 0.01° in the 2θ range of 10–80°. Crystalline phases of BVO and 
BWO were compared with Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) file 
No.14-0688 and 79-2381, respectively. Primary particle size (or crystallite size) was 
evaluated by a corrected width of the most intensive XRD peak of each crystalline phase 
(121) for BVO and (131) for BWO using Scherrer equation [27, 28]. Band gap energy was 
calculated by Kubelka-Munk (K-M) function analyzed by UV–vis diffuse reflectance 
spectrometer (UV-vis DRS, V670, Jasco). Barium sulfate was used as a white reflectance 
standard. Specific surface area (SSA) was estimated based on nitrogen adsorption 
measurement at 77 K (NOVA 1200e surface-area and pore-size analyzer, Quantachrome 
(previously Yuasa Ionics)) and calculated by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. A 
sample powder was pre-heated under nitrogen atmosphere at 423 K for 90 min before 
analysis. ERDT and CBB positions were measured by reversed double-beam photoacoustic 
spectroscopy (RDB-PAS) and single-beam PAS, respectively, using laboratory-made RDB-
PAS apparatus [29]. 
 
2.3. Photocatalytic activity test 

Photocatalytic activities of the samples were evaluated by the rate of oxygen 
liberation. A photocatalyst (50 mg) was suspended in an aqueous solution of iron(III) 
chloride (5.0 mL; 0.25 mmol) in a glass tube. After sonicated for 15 min, argon bubbling was 
applied for 15 min to purge off air and the suspension was photoirradiated by UV–vis light (a 
400-W high-pressure mercury arc) or visible-light (a 300-W xenon arc with a Y44 cut-off 
glass filter (Hoya, Japan) transmitting light of wavelength>ca. 420 nm) in a thermostatic bath 
(298 K). The amount of liberated oxygen in the gas phase of a glass tube was measured by a 
TCD-gas chromatograph (GC, GC-8A, Shimadzu, Japan) with a molecular sieve 5A column 
to calculate the rate of oxygen liberation. Since contamination of air could not be thoroughly 
excluded, the amount of evolved oxygen was calibrated with the amount of nitrogen 
measured by the chromatograms on the assumption that air, as a mixture of nitrogen and 
oxygen, was contaminated in the samples tubes and the molar amount of corresponding 
contaminated oxygen can be calculated by that of nitrogen. Reusability of BVO, 
BVO/BWO_0.80, c-BVO and c-BVO/BWO_0.80 photocatalysts was tested in the same 
condition under visible light for 5 cycles. After the visible-light irradiation for 30 min in 
every cycle, generated oxygen gas was removed by argon-gas bubbling for 15 min. The next 
cycle was started under visible-light irradiation and 0.20 mL of gas was sampled every 10 
min until reached 30 min. Amount of produced oxygen was analyzed by TCD-GC. 



3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Morphologies of BVO, BWO and BVO/BWO composites 

The morphology of synthesized BVO was small rod-like particles of ca. 100 nm in 
width and ca. 200 nm in length as shown in Fig. 1(a), and they were agglomerated and 
densified by calcination to produce larger particles with grain boundaries (Fig. 1(b)). 

(Fig. 1. FE-SEM images of (a) BVO, (b) c-BVO, (c) BWO, (d) c-BWO, (e)–(h) 
BVO/BWO composites and (i)–(l) c-BVO/BWO composites with f(V)=0.50, 0.67, 

0.80 and 0.91, respectively.) 

In addition, hydrothermally synthesized FB-BWO was analyzed by SEM images as shown in 
Fig. 1(c). All the BWO particles were assemblies of flakes with their outer diameter of ca. 5 
μm as has been reported previously [26]. The particle size was decreased by ca. 10–20% by 
calcination at 873 K for 4 h (Fig. 1(d)) presumably due to shrinkage and fusion of flakes. On 
the other hand, BVO/BWO showed different results when calcined. Figs. 1(e)–(h) show 
morphologies of BVO/BWO with f(V) of 0.50, 0.67, 0.80 and 0.91, respectively, before 
calcination. As expected based on the preparation process, it seems that small BVO particles 
were partially deposited on and between flakes in FB-BWO particles. It was also noticed that 
when f(V) was increased, morphologies of the composites were similar, however, 
BVO/BWO_0.80 particle was much more covered by rod-like BVO particles than other 
composites. Moreover, from the surface observation of the BVO/BWO_0.80 particles by 
STEM, it was confirmed that rod particles were deposited on BWO flakes as shown in Fig. 
2(a). 

(Fig. 2. STEM images of (a) BVO/BWO_0.80 and (b) c-BVO/BWO_0.80 
composites.) 

On the other hand, by the 873-K calcination (Fig. 1(i)–(l)), the deposited small BVO particles 
were interconnected and grown larger. The same phenomenon could also be observed by 
STEM as shown in Fig. 2(b). The surface of c-BVO/BWO_0.80 composite was composed of 
BVO with smooth surface and various particles sizes, but not formed by large sintered 
particles as seen for c-BVO in Fig. 1(b). In other word, BVO particles were stabilized on FB-
BWO particles against heat-induced sintering. 
 
3.2. Crystalline structures of BVO, BWO and BVO/BWO composites 

Crystalline phase structures of all samples were analyzed by XRD and shown in Fig. 
3. 

(Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of (A) uncalcined and (B) calcined (a) BWO, (b)-(e) 
BVO/BWO composites with f(V)=0.50, 0.67, 0.80 and 0.91, respectively, and (f) 

BVO.) 

XRD patterns of BWO (Fig. 3A(a)) and BVO (Fig. 3A(f)) were defined as orthorhombic and 
monoclinic structure, respectively, without any impurity peaks. Consequently, BVO/BWO 
composites were composed of monoclinic phase of BVO and orthorhombic phase of BWO, 
peak intensities of which were related to BVO/BWO mole ratio as shown in Fig. 3A(b)–(e). 
Crystalline phases did not change even after calcination at 873 K for 4 h as showed in Fig. 
3B. Diffraction patterns of calcined composites remained in the combination of the 
monoclinic and orthorhombic structures. However, marked increase in the peak intensities 
indicated an improvement of the crystallinities of all samples and increase in the crystalline 



sizes indicated crystalline growth by calcination. All characteristics of the samples 
synthesized in this work were summarized in Table 1. 

(Table 1 Physical properties and photocatalytic activities of uncalcined and calcined 
BWO, BVO and BVO/BWO composites under UV-vis and visible light.) 

 
3.3. Photoabsorption properties of BVO, BWO and BVO/BWO composites 

Fig. 4 shows diffuse reflectance spectra of uncalcined (Fig. 4A) and calcined (Fig. 
4B) samples.  

(Fig. 4. UV-vis DRS spectra of (A) uncalcined and (B) calcined (a) BWO, (b)-(e) 
BVO/BWO composites with f(V)=0.50, 0.67, 0.80 and 0.91, respectively, and (f) 

BVO.) 

It was found that all samples exhibited strong absorption in UV and visible region. The 
absorption edges of BVO and BVO/BWO composites were shown at approximately 530 nm 
while BWO had shorter edge at 450 nm. In addition, the edge positions for c-BWO and c-
BVO/BWO were slightly shifted comparing to BWO and BVO/BWO, respectively, on the 
other hand, that of c-BVO was greatly shifted to a longer wavelength at 550 nm. In order to 
evaluate photoabsorption property of a semiconductor, band gap energy (Eg) was calculated 
by the following equation: 
                                                     F(R)E=A(E − Eg)n                                          (1) 

where A is a constant, E is the photon energy (eV); E=1240/λ (λ=wavelength in nm unit), 
n=1/2 (in the case of BVO) and 2 (in the case of BWO), and F(R) is a function of reflectance. 
The band gap energies of BVO and BWO were 2.64 and 3.04 eV, respectively, and those of 
composites were similar to that of BVO. In addition, they were reduced by calcination for all 
the samples, but not significantly affected by varying f(V). As shown in Table 1, c-BVO and 
c-BVO/BWO were promised to be the most visible light-active photocatalysts due to narrow 
band-gap energies. 
 
3.4. Surface structure of BVO, BWO and BVO/BWO composites 

Fig. 5 shows ERDT and CBB position of samples plotted as a function of energy (eV) 
from the top of valence band (VBT) of each sample.  

(Fig. 5. ERDT patterns of BWO, c-BWO, BVO, c-BVO, BVO/BWO and c-
BVO/BWO. Numbers in < > denote the total density of ETs in the unit of μmol g-1. 

The last row is specific surface area in the unit of m2 g-1.) 

As has been reported previously [29], metal-oxide powders may have electron traps (ETs), 
localized electronic states accepting electrons, with their energies close to CBB, and those 
ETs are presumed to be located mainly on the surface of powders, i.e., ERDT reflects the 
surface structure of metal-oxide powders. For the samples used in the present study, 
ERDT/CBB patterns were observed similar to the other metal oxides. Being consistent with 
the results of band gaps measured by DRS as described above, apparent CBB, showing band 
gap energy with reference to VBT, of BWO was higher than that of BVO. The same as the 
other metal oxide particles, parts of ETs were located in the energy range close to or slightly 
above CBB for all samples (The reasons for the presence of ETs in the conduction band has 
been discussed in the previous paper [29]).  



Comparing ERDT patterns of BWO, BVO and BVO/BWO, the BVO/BWO pattern 
was found to be reproduced by summations of the ERDT patterns of BVO and BWO with ca. 
0.4 eV anodic (downward) shift of the BWO pattern, on the assumption that ETs in BVO and 
BWO gave ERDT patterns independently. This suggests that apparent VBT of BWO is more 
anodic by ca. 0.4 eV than that of BVO and, as a result, apparent CBB of BVO and BWO are 
almost the same position, being consistent with previous reports [7,18,22,30]. Anyway, the 
fact that the ERDT pattern of composites could be reproduced only by summation of those of 
each component suggests negligible electron/positive hole transfer between two components 
[31], which have been often presumed for the other composite photocatalysts [32,33]. 
 
3.5. Photocatalytic activities 

Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 show photocatalytic activities of BWO, BVO, BVO/BWO and their 
calcined samples in various f(V) under UV–vis and visible-light irradiation, respectively.  

(Fig. 6. 1 Photocatalytic oxygen liberations under UV–vis light using (A) uncalcined 
and (B) calcined BWO, BVO and BVO/BWO composites. 2 Photocatalytic oxygen 

liberations under visible light using (A) uncalcined and (B) calcined BWO, BVO and 
BVO/BWO composites.) 

At the beginning of photocatalysis under UV–vis light irradiation (Fig. 6.1A), BVO and 
BWO showed the highest and lowest-level photocatalytic rate, 14 and 2 μmol h−1, 
respectively. However, the activity of BVO was dropped down and became to be lower than 
that of BVO/BWO_0.91 after 1-h irradiation. Thus, BVO/BWO_0.91 sample exhibited the 
highest activity for prolonged reaction time to 1.5 h. In contrast, activity of c-BVO was lower 
than calcined composites and much decreased when compared to BVO (Fig. 6.1B). The 
highest activity among the calcined samples was observed for c-BVO/BWO_0.91. In the case 
of photocatalytic activities under visible-light irradiation, the similar results as in the case 
under 
UV–vis irradiation were obtained, but c-BVO/BWO_0.80 showed the highest activity among 
the calcined samples (Fig. 6.2B), while BVO still kept higher activity after 1.5-h visible-light 
irradiation (Fig. 6.2A). It seems strange, in the ordinary sense in the field of photocatalysis 
studies, that the c-BVO/BWO activities were almost the same degree as those of BVO/BWO 
though the SSA was a few times decreased by the calcination. However, as has been reported 
previously [34], photocatalytic activities of commercial titania samples for oxygen evolution 
in the presence of electron acceptors, but not ordinary organics decomposition reactions, were 
predominantly regulated by their secondary particle size (SPS) and the larger the SPS of the 
samples were, the higher their photocatalytic activities became. This may be because the 
larger particle size is required to absorb multiple photons within the life time of an electron-
positive hole pair to drive oxygen evolution with four-electron transfer process. The observed 
activity not so decreased by calcination of BVO/BWO composites (f(V) < 0.8) could be 
explained by the stabilization of loaded small BVO particles, not to be aggregated but 
keeping the high dispersion of BVO particles. 

Fig. 7 shows rates of photocatalytic activities after 30-min light irradiation as a 
function of BVO content in composites, f(V).  

(Fig. 7. Photocatalytic activities of BVO/BWO and c-BVO/BWO composites as a 
function of f(V). Open and closed circles: uncalcined and calcined samples, 

respectively, under UV–vis irradiation. Open and closed triangles: uncalcined and 
calcined samples, respectively, under visible-light irradiation.) 



Photocatalytic activities were obviously increased with increasing f(V) for the uncalcined 
samples under both UV–vis and visible-light irradiations. For the calcined samples, on the 
other hand, the activities increased with increasing f(V) to attain the maximum at f(V)=0.8 
and then decreased to result in the relatively lower activity of c-BVO. In other words, both 
UV–vis and visible-light activities of BVO were largely decreased to be ca. 30% by 
calcination (c-BVO), while the activity of BVO/BWO composites, owing predominantly to 
vanadate component (Note the relatively lower activity of BWO and almost linearly 
increasing BVO activity with f(V)), was kept almost the same degree (or slightly decreased) 
even after calcination. It could be said that the photochemical reaction occurred mainly on 
BVO particles and tungsten components were negligibly active, but they helped to stabilize 
the BVO particles when they were calcined. In this sense, uncalcined pristine BVO was the 
best photocatalyst, but as shown in Fig. 8 and discussed in the following section, the stability 
of uncalcined BVO was worse than those of calcined samples.  

The above-mentioned photocatalytic-activity trends can reasonably be interpreted by 
the change in morphology by calcination. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, relatively smaller-sized 
BVO was fused and sintered to become larger-sized particles possibly creating grain 
boundaries, while such larger-sized BVO particles were not formed on BWO particles by 
calcination. Furthermore, the morphological change of the BVO particles could reflect 
ERDT/CBB patterns shown in Fig. 5. The total ET density of BVO (34 μmol g-1) was reduced 
almost by half by calcination (16 μmol g-1), though SSA was reduced to be less than 10% 
(Table 1). Taking into consideration that the partial density of shallower ETs located around 
CBB seemed to become less than half by calcination, the above-mentioned change in total ET 
density suggests that deeper ETs might be increased by calcination presumably due to 
crystalline defects at the grain boundaries of c-BVO, as was claimed in a previous research 
[35]. Analysis of ERDT patterns of composites with various f(V) and a correlation between 
photocatalytic activities and ERDT/CBB patterns is another valuable target and further 
studies along this line as well as a study on calculating absolute position of ERDT/CBB are 
now underway. 

 
3.6. Sedimentation of BVO and BVO/BWO composites 

Although BVO was the most active photocatalyst for oxygen liberation among the 
samples used in this study, c-BVO/BWO with a large overall particle size has potential for 
separating photocatalyst from the reaction mixture after photoirradiation. Sedimentation test 
(Fig. 8) showed that BVO photocatalysts were still stably dispersed in water, on the other 
hand, the supernatant of a c-BVO/BWO_0.80 suspension was clear after 78-h standing.  

(Fig. 8. Sedimentation of (a) BVO and (b) c-BVO/BWO_0.80.) 

This is one of the advantages of c-BVO/BWO_0.80 for practical applications in the future. 
 
3.7. Reusability 

Long-life photocatalyst is an important property for practical applications. Reusability 
of c-BVO/BWO_0.80 composite was tested and compared to BVO, c-BVO and 
BVO/BWO_0.80 as showed in Fig. 9. 

(Fig. 9. Reusability of BVO, c-BVO, BVO/BWO_0.80 and c-BVO/BWO_0.80 
composites.) 

In the first cycle, BVO showed the highest activity, however, rapid decreases in 
photocatalytic activity were presented in the second cycle for all the samples. After 2.5-h 
irradiation, the activities of BVO, c-BVO, BVO/BWO_0.80 and c-BVO/BWO_0.80 were 



reduced to 16%, 24%, 25% and 45% of the first cycle, respectively. It was illustrated that the 
c-BVO/BWO composite was more stable under visible-light irradiation than the others. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

On the basis of above-mentioned results and discussion, it is concluded that BVO and 
BWO components exhibit photocatalytic activity independently, i.e., without possible 
electron/positive hole transfer between two kinds of metal oxides since the photocatalytic 
activity for oxygen liberation changed linearly with changing BVO contents in uncalcined 
BVO/BWO composites. Another support for the independence of two components is that 
ERDT of the uncalcined composite can be reproduced by summation of the ERDT patterns of 
each component by assuming that VBT of BWO is lower (more anodic) by ca. 0.4 eV than 
that of BVO; if electron or positive-hole transfer happens between two components, the 
ERDT pattern of composites might not be a simple summation. The fact that the calcined 
composites showed the maximum photocatalytic activity at the BVO composition of 80% is 
attributable to the ability of BWO to keep the BVO activity after calcination by preventing 
the aggregation and fusion of the BVO crystallites into large, less active, particles. In general, 
relatively higher photocatalytic activity of composite materials compared to those of single 
components, often called “synergetic effect”, has been attributed to the interparticle 
electron/positive-hole transfers without showing the experimental evidence for the charge 
transfer. For the c-BVO/BWO composite photocatalysts reported in this paper, the maximum 
activity was observed due to physically stabilized BVO particles by BWO in calcination 
rather than to possible charge transfer between two components. Thus, synergetic effects are 
not always owing to electronic effect, but, at least in the present case, to morphological effect 
or the others, and this must be important to design composite materials with high-level 
photocatalytic activity. 
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Table 1 Physical properties and photocatalytic activities of uncalcined and calcined BWO, BVO and BVO/BWO composites under UV-vis and 
visible light. 

N/A = Not analyzed 
a Crystalline sizes (D) of BWO and BVO were calculated by (131) and (121) XRD peaks, respectively.   
b Specific surface area 
 

Samples f(V) 

Uncalcined Calcined 

Da 
/nm 

Eg 
/eV 

SSAb 
/m2 g-1 

UV-visible visible 
Da 
/nm 

Eg 
/eV 

SSAb 
/m2 g-1 

UV-visible visible 

Rate 
/μmol h-1 

R2 
Rate 

/μmol h-1 
R2 

Rate 
/μmol h-1 

R2 
Rate 

/μmol h-1 
R2 

BWO 0 16 3.04 19 1.91 0.9825 0.38 0.9440 29 2.87 4 2.71 0.9943 0.15 0.9523 

BVO/BWO 

0.50 31 2.66 NA 8.64 0.9898 2.04 0.9734 47 2.55 NA 6.20 0.9908 1.84 0.9759 

0.67 26 2.64 NA 10.45 0.9952 5.08 0.9525 60 2.58 NA 7.79 0.9880 3.80 0.9847 

0.80 29 2.64 14 11.33 0.9932 4.82 0.9820 56 2.57 3 9.44 0.9909 4.10 0.9859 

0.91 36 2.63 NA 12.77 0.9929 6.73 0.9790 58 2.58 NA 8.64 0.9865 3.60 0.9940 

BVO 1 42 2.64 12 14.01 0.9932 7.90 0.9910 62 2.54 1 4.62 0.9912 1.90 0.9824 
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